Next EGSA meeting @ Sacramento

- Theme: The Golden State of Power -- Alex Georgopoulos

Speakers

- DG Opportunities
  - Market shift?
  - Continuation on Alternative Power industry/microgrid
- Investor Mindset
  - View of Power Industry
- Another Tucker???
  - One that leans a little to the right?
    - Bill Krystal
    - Marcus Lemonis
    - Ask Tucker?
- Trade show performance
  - How to make the most of you dollar
- Tom Keene
  - Economist
- Siemens
  - European case study in Germany for wind power and renewable power.
    - Issues with maintaining power quality
- GE
- Regional air quality presentation for California
- Robert Oneil
  - Killed bin laden
- Drew Dudley
  - Everyday leadership
- Scott Dadich
  - Wired Editor
- Trystar???
- Tim Urban – Blogger and Cartoonist
Day Layout

- Monday
  - Keynote
    - Political (Ask Tucker)
  - DG Opportunities
  - Investor Mindset
    - Map Trends
- Tuesday
  - Keynote
    - Bin Laden killer
  - Trystar
  - Everyday Leadership
    - Drew Dudley
    - Or Tim Urban